ANA NEWS
ANA to Trial IATA Travel Pass


Trial will further ANA’s goal to seek innovative digital solutions to make international travel
more seamless and secure for customers.

TOKYO, Mar. 10, 2021 – All Nippon Airways (ANA) will conduct a trial of the International Air Transport
Association (IATA) Travel Pass mobile application. The trial will further ANA’s goal to seek innovative
digital solutions to help customers seamlessly and securely manage their international travel to comply
with the latest global COVID-19 health requirements.
“With constant changes to international travel requirements adding to the complexity of travel, IATA Travel
Pass enables passengers to easily verify whether they meet the COVID-19 testing requirements of their
destination and share their test results with airlines and authorities in a secure way,” said Yuji Hirako,
President and CEO of ANA and Member of the Board of Governors of IATA. “Through our trial, we hope
to contribute to the development of the digital solution, which aims to make the travel experience more
seamless, secure, and contactless.”
“ANA is showing its industry leadership by becoming one of the first airlines to trial IATA Travel Pass. With
the trial, ANA is helping global aviation to get back on its feet by giving Governments the confidence to
safely re-open borders and re-connect people. IATA Travel Pass will help travelers to verify their
compliance with COVID-19 requirements using health credentials securely linked to their identity in a
digital passport. And this will put ANA and its customers on the front line of travel modernization even
when this crisis is behind us,” said Alexandre de Juniac, Director General and CEO of IATA.
The trial is one of many efforts by ANA to continuously improve the customer experience and ensure the
safety and peace of mind of passengers.
About IATA Travel Pass
IATA Travel Pass is a mobile application that helps travelers to store and manage their verified certifications for
COVID-19 tests or COVID-19 vaccines. This will be important for governments that are likely to require either
verified testing or vaccination proof as a condition of international travel during and after the COVID-19
pandemic. The IATA Travel Pass will be more secure and efficient than current paper processes used to
manage health requirements (the International Certificate of Vaccination or Prophylaxis, for example). This will
be important given the potentially enormous scale of testing or vaccine verifications that will need to be securely
managed.
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About ANA
Following the “Inspiration of Japan” high quality of service, ANA has been awarded the respected 5-Star rating every year since
2013 from SKYTRAX. ANA is the only Japanese airline to win this prestigious designation eight years in a row. Additionally, ANA
has been recognized by Air Transport World as “Airline of the Year” three times in the past 10 years - 2007, 2013 and 2018,
becoming one of the few airlines winning this prestigious award for multiple times.
ANA was founded in 1952 with two helicopters and has become the largest airline in Japan, as well as one of the most significant
airlines in Asia, operating 82 international routes and 118 domestic routes (as of December 2019). ANA offers a unique dual hub
model which enables passengers to travel to Tokyo and connect through the two airports in the metropolitan Tokyo, NARITA and
HANEDA, to various destinations throughout Japan, and also offers same day connections between various North American,
Asian and Chinese cities.
ANA has been a member of Star Alliance since 1999 and has joint venture partnerships with United Airlines, Lufthansa German
Airlines, Swiss International Airlines and Austrian Airlines.
In addition to the full service and award-winning record of ANA, the ANA Group’s subsidiary Peach Aviation Limited is the leading
LCC in Japan, and has expanded following the integration of Vanilla Air Inc. in late 2019. The ANA Group carried 54.4 million
passengers in FY2018, has approximately 43,000 employees and a fleet of 260 aircraft. ANA is a proud launch customer and the
biggest operator of the Boeing 787 Dreamliner.
For more information, please refer to the following link.
https://www.ana.co.jp/group/en/

